Abstract: A contmhriented uncertainty modeling on frequency domain is presented for a class of spectral systems with unknown high-order modal parameters. At any um-specified frequency, the set of all the frqwncy responses of the feasible systems is characterized on the complex plane in terms of the convex hull of several circle segments, where the system is said to be feasible if partial modal parameters are given and some other conditions are satisfied by the unknown parameters.
Introduction
For controller design synthesis in view of robust control theary, it is netessary to specify a nominal model d e scribing essential dynamies of the plant and dm bounds of magnitudes of the uncertainty for the plant [l] . On bounding uncertainty, efforts have heen made using not only physical knowledge or &st principles[Z] but also input-output dataof the plant. E5cient numerical techniques have been developed for upper and loarer bounds of modal parameters[3l. Mcst bounding results so far have been, however, obtained by evaluating the norm of the error, that is, the size of a ball mvering the f&-ble set, and this may overestimate the uncertainty and c a w passible conservatism on subsequent controller design.
In this paper we present c h m t a i z ation of frequency responses in a geometric fashion on the complex plane, and show that it enables ns to dewlop new results using information like de gain of the system, which dectively shrink the size of uncertainty. By ideal f l k b l e beam example, we will see that if the plant is physically governed by elastic equation with Kehin-Voigt damping, then all the parameters needed for the bounding can easily be determined in the pmcw of modal analysis using finite element methods BS well as parameter &i-mation from data. Our problem is, then, to characterize the set of all the possible frequency responses Cbw) BS a shape on the complex plane at any specified frequency w .
N o t d i m :
Denote the e-th partial snm of G(s), the hown part, by and by ' P r the set of all the systems of the form equation (1) that satisfy the mnditions presented above; that is, We call the Py as a feasible set, and 4 " ( j w ) a feasible set at frequency w, which is the set of all the frequency responses wrresponding to the elements of Py. 
Main results
Generally, the more information about the plant, the lea size of feasible set. We comider the case where the dc gain
.=I is given. Many reseanhers have attacked to improve the precision of reduced order models using such de gain information 90 far (51, but to the hest of author's howledge, fear discugsions have ever been focused on the effectiveness of using dc gain in high frequency range and other theoretical wnsequences. 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a modeling of uncertainty in elastic vibrating systems. Here we presented a method to characterize uncertainty as B feasible set in the frequency domaiu. The shape of the bounded ad of all the complex numbers of frequency responses of the systems that satisfy the condision is depicted by m a l circle segments.
Theoretical limitation was clarified about the minimum additive uncertainty of any nominal models under the information given. The set theoretic characterization enables us to develope new results that the information of dc gain of the system will effe3ively shrink the size of the feasible set.
